
SB6 Murray
Designates Sazerac as the official state cocktail.  (gov sig)

LEGIS POWERS/FUNCTIONS

Reconsidered. Read by title and returned to the calendar subject to call.-
SB37 Dupre

Authorizes certain ex officio notarial appointments by mayors in certain political subdivisions. (gov sig)
NOTARIES

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB52 Martiny
Provides for the crime of battery of an adult protective services worker. (8/15/08)

CRIME/PUNISHMENT

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB53 Shaw
Provides that any complaint filed anonymously with the Board of Ethics shall not be investigated or
addressed by the board.  (8/15/08)

ETHICS

Reported with amendments.-
SB55 Morrish

Increases the jurisdictional limit for civil suit filing in the City Court of Jennings to $35,000. (8/15/08)
COURTS

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB61 Shepherd
Requires certain insurers that sell automobile insurance to a person serving in the military services to
also provide homeowner's insurance. (gov sig)

INSURERS

Reported with amendments.-
SB81 Martiny

Provides for state and local corrections facilities. (gov sig)
CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB91 Quinn
Provides for two additional judgeships in the Twenty-Second Judicial District Court with specified
jurisdiction.  (gov sig)

JUDGES

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB94 Thompson

Increases the portion of the severance tax on timber allocated to the Forestry Productivity Fund, from
seventy-five percent to one hundred percent. (7/1/08)

TAX/TAXATION

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB96 Broome

Provides for licensure requirements of dentists and dental hygienists and for fees associated with the
practice of dentistry. (8/15/08)

DENTISTRY

Reported with amendments.-
SB101 Morrish

Provides for the transfer of surplus funds from the City Court of Jennings' civil fee account to the
court's general operational fund. (8/15/08)

COURTS

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
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SB103 Morrish
Dedicates a portion of the avails of taxes on insurance premiums and surplus lines to the Citizens
Insurance Recovery Fund for support of debt service and other obligations of the Louisiana Citizens
Property Insurance Corporation.  (7/1/08)

FUNDS/FUNDING

Reported favorably.-
SB107 Morrish

Provides relative to certified court reporters for the Thirty-First Judicial District. (8/15/08)
COURTS

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB114 Martiny

Amends provisions of the state public defender law. (8/15/08)
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB115 Martiny
Provides a procedure for qualifying as a candidate by nominating petition whenever qualifying is
reopened for an office after the death of a candidate. (7/1/08)

ELECTION CODE

Reported favorably.-
SB130 Duplessis

Allows pre-paid finance charges to be used in the calculation of the "contract rate" of interest in a
consumer loan. (1/01/09)

LOANS

Reported favorably.-
SB133 Donahue

Requires the Louisiana Agricultural Finance Authority to comply with the public bid law. (8/15/08)
PUBLIC WORKS

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB140 Martiny

Provides for the electronic signature of a police officer on citations that are electronically generated
and transmitted. (8/15/08)

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB143 Gautreaux, N.

Prohibits a "sex offender" from wearing a mask, hood or disguise during certain holidays and from
distributing candy or other gifts on certain holidays to persons under eighteen years of age.  (8/15/08)

CRIME/PUNISHMENT

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB144 Gautreaux, N.
Authorizes the administration of medroxyprogesterone acetate to or voluntary castration of persons
convicted of a crime which classifies the convicted person as a "sex offender." (gov sig)

SEX OFFENSES

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB150 Cravins, Jr.
Provides for the formation and regulation of domestic captive insurers. (1/1/09)

INSURERS

Reported favorably.-
SB163 Thompson

Provides an exemption from liability for agritourism professionals. (gov sig)
LIABILITY

Read by title, amendments adopted, ordered engrossed and recommitted to the committee on-
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Judiciary A.
-

SB175 Thompson
Makes a technical correction to the name of the office of agricultural and environmental sciences. (gov
sig)

AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB176 Thompson

Removes the commissioner of financial institutions from the membership of the State Market
Commission. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB184 Marionneaux
Removes authorization for a jury to have a written copy of instructions and charges in the jury room. 
(8/15/08)

CIVIL PROCEDURE

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB188 Marionneaux

Recreates the Tax Free Shopping (Refund) Program set to terminate on 7/1/09. (gov sig)
TAX/SALES

Read by title. Returned to the calendar subject to call-
Called from the calendar.-
The amended bill was read by title and finally passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays. The bill
was ordered reengrossed and sent to the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.

-

SB197 Hebert
Provides that the time limitation for instituting prosecution for criminal violations of the Hazardous
Waste Control Law begins to run from discovery of the violation.  (8/15/08)

HAZARDOUS WASTE

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB198 Thompson
Authorizes state participation in the Pest Control Compact. (gov sig)

PESTICIDES/HERBICIDES

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB206 Marionneaux

Repeals the State Inheritance Tax effective January 1, 2010. (1/1/10)
TAX/TAXATION

Read by title. Returned to the calendar subject to call-
Called from the calendar.-
The amended bill was read by title and finally passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays. The bill
was ordered reengrossed and sent to the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.

-

SB207 Walsworth
Constitutional amendment to allow a tax refund, rebate, or credit for individual income tax to be
appropriated from nonrecurring revenues.  (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

FUNDS/FUNDING

Read by title and recommitted to the Committee on Finance.-
SB223 Shepherd

Provides relative to funding for legislative assistants. (7/1/08)
LEGISLATORS

Reported with amendments.-
SB228 Heitmeier

Provides for standards for crisis receiving centers. (gov sig)
HEALTH SERVICES
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Reported with amendments.-
SB234 Mount

Provides for licensing of substitute family agencies for the developmentally disabled by the
Department of Health and Hospitals. (gov sig)

HEALTH SERVICES

Reported with amendments.-
SB237 Thompson

Provides relative to the definition of criminal abandonment.
(gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENT

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB238 Cassidy
Provides for expedited partner therapy. (gov sig)

HEALTH CARE

Reported with amendments.-
SB240 Cravins, Jr.

Provide for the limitation of liability of the Louisiana Insurance Guaranty Association. (8/15/08)
INSURERS

Reported favorably.-
SB258 Gautreaux, N.

Provides relative to the Department of Social Services.
CHILDREN

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB263 Smith, John
Provides for the crime of jumping bail. (8/15/08)

CRIME/PUNISHMENT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB264 Quinn

Provides with respect to domestic abuse assistance.  (gov sig)
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB271 Donahue

Reduces the number of days on which certain elections may be held. (1/1/09)
ELECTION DAYS

Reported favorably.-
SB287 Mount

Provides for Louisiana health care consumers' right to know. (8/15/08)
HEALTH CARE

Reported with amendments.-
SB296 Adley

Constitutional amendment to require that the proclamation calling for an extraordinary session be
issued and made public so that at least five calendar days elapse after the day the proclamation is
made public and prior to the day of the start of the session. (2/3-CA13s1(A))

LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS

Reported favorably.-
SB306 Quinn

Provides that obstruction of justice shall include  knowingly and intentionally providing false
information to a law enforcement officer.  (8/15/08)

CRIME/PUNISHMENT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB321 Hebert ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPT
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Authorizes DEQ to accept credit cards for payment of obligations owed to the state through use of a
third-party processor to collect a convenience fee to adequately cover transaction fees.  (gov sig)

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB326 Hebert

Provides DEQ with authority to license sewage haulers. (7/1/09)
ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB327 Michot

Provides relative to the collection of a security and compliance fee by an automobile dealer. (gov sig)
MOTOR VEHICLES

Reported favorably.-
SB328 Gautreaux, N.

Constitutional amendment to allow nonrecurring revenues to be used to give a tax refund or rebate to
anyone required to file a Louisiana individual income tax return. (2/3-CA13s1(A))

FUNDS/FUNDING

Committee amendments read and rejected.-
Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-

SB406 Walsworth
Requires preparation of a report on salary schedules no later than the fifteenth day of November prior
to a fiscal session.

PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECT DEPT

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB469 Dupre
Provides for sentencing of adults for certain crimes committed as a child.  (8/15/08)

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB489 Thompson
Provides an exemption for Department of Agriculture and Forestry aircraft from maintenance
regulation by the aviation unit of the division of administration. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB492 Quinn

Provides relative to actions for failure to exercise rights or to allow rights pursuant to a court-ordered
visitation schedule. (8/15/08)

FAMILY LAW

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB497 Crowe
Authorizes licensed retail florists to operate automated floral climate-controlled vending kiosk systems.
(8/15/08)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS

Called from the calendar.-
The amended bill was read by title and finally passed by a vote of 30 yeas and 4 nays. The bill
was ordered reengrossed and sent to the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.

-

SB507 Mount
Allows political subdivisions to enter into performance-based energy efficiency contracts. (8/15/08)

PUBLIC CONTRACTS

Rules suspended.  Read by title and recommitted to the Committee on Finance.-
SB511 Amedee

Provides for the fines and penalties for the crime of gambling by computer. (gov sig)
CRIME/PUNISHMENT
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Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB517 Amedee
Provides relative to the duration and notification period of convicted sex offenders. (gov sig)

SEX OFFENSES

Called from the calendar.-
The amended bill was read by title and finally passed by a vote of 35 yeas and 0 nays. The bill
was ordered reengrossed and sent to the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.

-

SB532 Gautreaux, N.
Provides for the allocation of monies in the Vermilion Parish Visitor Enterprise Fund. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDING

Read by title and finally passed by a vote of 33 yeas and 0 nays. The bill was ordered to the
House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.

-

SB538 Hebert
Removes LIGA from the approval process on Louisiana Citizens Property Insurance Corporation
bundles.  (8/15/08)

INSURERS

Reported favorably.-
SB546 Mount

Provides for training the direct service workers and medication attendants. (8/15/08)
HEALTH SERVICES

Reported with amendments.-
SB550 Thompson

Provides relative to fertilizer regulation and prohibits local government subdivisions from regulating
fertilizers. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB555 Hebert
Removes any reference to LIGA having oversight review of any application for certificate of authority.
(8/15/08)

INSURERS

Reported favorably.-
SB559 Marionneaux

Requires compliance with audit requirements to receive appropriated funds.  (8/15/08)
LEGISLATIVE AGENCIES

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB590 Broome
Authorizes the establishment of a program for mortgage foreclosure counseling and education. (gov
sig)

CREDIT

Reported with amendments.-
SB608 Duplessis

Provides for the term of office of a judge elected to fill a vacancy of the Orleans Parish Juvenile Court.
(gov sig)

JUDGES

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB619 Thompson

Repeals the Louisiana Crawfish Market Development Authority and removes certain statutory
references. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
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SB623 Thompson
Provides relative to violations of the Horticulture Law. (gov sig)

HORTICULTURE

Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted. Ordered engrossed and passed to a
third reading.

-

SB628 Gautreaux, N.
Prohibits railroads from price gouging. (8/15/08)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS

Reported with amendments.-
SB635 Thompson

Consolidates the professions of horticulturalist and landscape contractor into one licensed profession
known as "landscape horticulturist". (gov sig)

HORTICULTURE

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB641 Thompson

Provides relative to the Boll Weevil Eradication Commission. (gov sig)
AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPT

Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.-
SB684 Cheek

Removes the need for written approval of the commissioner of administration before a digital media
producer tax credit certification letter is issued. (gov sig)

TAX/TAXATION

Read by title. Returned to the calendar subject to call-
SB686 Dupre

Provides relative to the Louisiana Military Family Assistance Board.  (8/15/08)
MILITARY AFFAIRS

Rules suspended.  Introduced in the Senate; read by title.  Rules suspended.  Read second time
and referred to the Committee on Health and Welfare.

-

SCR6 Donahue
Establishes a special committee to study the Election Code.

ELECTION CODE

Reported favorably.-
SCR22 Gautreaux, B.

Expresses condolences upon the death of Dr. Wade L. Ledet.
CONDOLENCES

Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.-
SCR23 Dupre

Commends Don Gomez for his successful art career.
COMMENDATIONS

Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.-
SCR26 Jackson, L.

Commends Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated, on their centennial anniversary celebration.
COMMENDATIONS

Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate. Read by title. Rules suspended; adopted by the vote
of 35 yeas and 0 nays and ordered to the House.

-

SR12 Jackson, L.
Expresses condolences on the death of Frances Livingston.

CONDOLENCES

Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate. Read by title, rules suspended, adopted.-
HB46 Mills

Reorganizes Schedules I, II, III, and V of the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Law to make
those provisions consistent with federal law

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended.  Read first and second time by title and referred to the-
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Committee on Judiciary B.
-

HB705 Hardy
Amends provisions of law regarding individual access to bureau

CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE

Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended.  Read first and second time by title and referred to the
Committee on Judiciary B.

-

HB790 Foil
Removes provisions for the July election date

ELECTION DAYS

Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended.  Read first and second time by title and referred to the
Committee on Senate and Governmental Affairs.

-

HB873 Simon
Provides relative to absentee by mail and early voting by certain voters who participate in the special
program for physically handicapped voters

ELECTIONS/ABSENTEE VOTE

Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended.  Read first and second time by title and referred to the
Committee on Senate and Governmental Affairs.

-

HB960 Gallot
Provides for a program for the conduct of early voting at additional locations

ELECTIONS

Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended.  Read first and second time by title and referred to the
Committee on Senate and Governmental Affairs.

-

HB1058 Gallot
Makes technical corrections to the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950

LEGISLATION

Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended.  Read first and second time by title and referred to the
Committee on Senate and Governmental Affairs.

-

HCR3 Robideaux
Authorizes and directs the Louisiana State Law Institute to review the provisions of Code of Criminal
Procedure Art. 814(C) regarding responsive verdicts

CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR9 Peterson

Urges and requests the Department of Economic Development to annually review and report on the
effectiveness of certain tax exemptions and tax credits

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Received in the Senate. Rules suspended, read by title and concurred in by the vote of 33 yeas
and 0 nays and ordered to the House.

-

HCR10 Nowlin
Commends Mrs. Carolyn Reber Phillips upon her induction into the Louisiana 4-H Hall of Fame

COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR13 Trahan

Commends Dr. Ray P. Authement upon Acadiana Red & White Day at the Louisiana State Capitol
COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR16 Hardy

Commends Dr. James Easton for his service to the Lafayette Parish School System as superintendent
COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR17 Hardy

Commends Dr. Ray Authement for his years of dedicated service to the state of Louisiana
COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
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HCR18 Hardy
Commends Earl J. "Nickey" Picard for his service to the city of Lafayette

COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR20 Cortez

Commends the Lafayette High School boys basketball team upon winning the Class 5A state
basketball championship

COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR22 Leger

Memorializes the Louisiana congressional delegation to seek waivers of all required state or local fund
matches to federal funding for coastal restoration and protection projects

COASTAL RESOURCES

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR24 Cortez

Commends Terrance Simien upon winning the first Best Zydeco or Cajun Music Album Grammy
Award

COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR29 Roy

Recognizes April 5, 2008, as Kiwanis ONE Day in La. and extends gratitude to Kiwanians throughout
the world for their good deeds

SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTH

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR30 Barras

Commends Carroll Boudreaux upon his induction into the Louisiana 4-H Hall of Fame
COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR31 Barras

Commends Dr. Charles Miller upon his induction into the La. 4-H Hall of Fame
COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR32 Carter, Steve

Expresses condolences upon the death of Richard F. Gill of Baton Rouge
CONDOLENCES

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR35 Mills

Commends Charles Fuselier upon his induction into the La. 4-H Hall of Fame
COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR36 Mills

Commends Conrad Gauthier posthumously upon his induction into the La. 4-H Hall of Fame
COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR37 Honey

Expresses condolences upon the death of Sgt. Terrell W. Gilmore, La. Army National Guard, of Baton
Rouge, who was killed in action in Iraq

CONDOLENCES

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR38 Jones, Sam

Requests congress to call a convention for the purpose of placing the Posse Comitatus Act in the
United States Constitution

U.S. CONSTITUTION

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
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Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR39 Hutter

Urges and requests the U.S. Congress to provide the state of La. with one-hundred-year-flood
protection

CONGRESS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR40 Tucker

Commends the Honorable Pascal F. Calogero, Jr., as he prepares for his retirement as chief justice of
the Louisiana Supreme Court

COMMENDATIONS

Signed by the President of the Senate.-
HCR47 Badon, Bobby

Commends Carroll Guilbeau upon his retirement after 60 years of work in public service and public
safety in Lafayette Parish

COMMENDATIONS

Received in the Senate. Rules suspended, read by title and concurred in by the vote of 32 yeas
and 0 nays and ordered to the House.

-

HCR48 Marchand
Commends AKA on its 100th anniversary

COMMENDATIONS

Received in the Senate. Rules suspended, read by title and concurred in by the vote of 30 yeas
and 0 nays and ordered to the House.

-

HCR49 Ritchie
Commends La. 4-H on its centennial celebration

COMMENDATIONS

Received in the Senate. Rules suspended, read by title and concurred in by the vote of 33 yeas
and 0 nays and ordered to the House.

-

HCR51 Harrison
Memorializes the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to enforce testing of all imported seafood for
compliance with federal regulations

HEALTH

Received in the Senate. Rules suspended, read by title and concurred in by the vote of 33 yeas
and 0 nays and ordered to the House.

-
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